
RZR 1000, 900 HD 2 Seat Roof Installation Instructions

Please read through all instructions to get familiar with install before beginning install.

Step 1. Install 4 Main Bolts (not drilled holes yet). Remove the two top factory screws in the visor.
Also remove the clip on nuts that were used for those two bolts. Use two of the included ¼” bolts to
fasten the roof (loosely) thru the two holes. Use washers on the bolt side, and on the nuts below.
Tighten these two bolts so they are a little loose.

Install the rear two bolts through the roof and the factory holes in the roll cage brackets the same as
the front.

Make sure the front edge of roof is ligned up good with stock visor before beginning to tighten any of
the fasteners. Tighten the front 2 bolts. (leave the rear two loose for now)

Step 2. Drill and install front two bolts. With the front roof tightened down and in satisfactory
position, Use the supplied Drill bit and drill through the two front holes in the roof and down
through the stock visor. Use two bolts with washers and nuts to secure the front to the visor. Just
tighten enough so that there is no gap at the front between the visor and the roof.

Step 3. Install 4 clamps by sliding them around the roll cage bar underneath each additional
mounting hole. There is one on each side and two on the rear bar. Start each of the remaining bolts
with a washer then through the clamps and finish with a washer and nut.

**HINT FOR TIGHTENING CLAMP BOLTS** When tightening
the bolts with the clamps they have a tendency to pull down on
the roof in the middle. To help this, you can lift up on the clamps
so that they are turned higher before tightening so when they
tighten up they end up flat with the top of the cage and not pulling
down in the center. You may need to tighten and loosen a
couple times to get flat. You can also use a socket and drill as
pictured to push up on the clamp and nut as pictured below to
keep the clamp from pulling down when tightening.

When all bolts have been started, tighten them all.

Install complete.

Hardware List

(10) ¼-20 x 1.25 Screws

(10) ¼-20 Lock Nuts

(20) ¼” Flat Washers

(1) ¼” Drill Bit

(4) Tube Clamps

Check out our site at UTVZILLA.com for more great products!


